US Advanced Computing Infrastructure, Inc.
Chicago Quantum SM
We are an investment advisor in Illinois that serves experienced investors with nondiscretionary advice and quantitative analysis to support trading and portfolio management.

Client Brochure
This brochure provides you information about our rm’s quali cations and business practices.
Registered investment advisor & business consultancy in Illinois (CRD: 316375).
S-corporation established in 2010 with an A+ BBB rating.
We do business as Chicago Quantum (Illinois service mark: 113562).
Je rey Cohen is our Investment Advisor Representative in Illinois (CRD: 7441300).
Additional information is available on the SEC’s website at adviserinfo.sec.gov.
Our registration does not imply any level of skill or training. Please use oral and written
communications to make your decision to hire an advisor.
❖ The information in this brochure has neither been approved nor veri ed by the US
Securities and Exchange Commission, nor by any state securities authority.
❖ The terms “client”, “you”, and “your” refer to the person(s) or organization(s) who
contract for services. The terms “ rm”, “we”, and “us” refer to US Advanced
Computing Infrastructure, Inc.
❖ The current version of this brochure is available at chicagoquantum.com free of charge.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Our 2020 Logo

Our 2022 Logo

If you have questions about this brochure, please call us at (847) 780-4401 or email Je rey
Cohen at je rey@quantum-usaci.com.
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We o er non-discretionary investment advice to institutional investors, high net-worth
individuals (‘accredited’ investors), portfolio and fund managers, and individual investors. We
provide quantitative, fundamental, and technical analysis for you to make your own investment
choices.
We also maintain a portfolio with optimized risk vs. return characteristics based on the Chicago
Quantum Net Score. This portfolio does best when the US stock markets are rising, and when
assessed over the past two years generally outperforms the S&P 500 Index ETF, SPY.
Algorithm
Our advice is based on a proprietary, quantitative algorithm called the Chicago Quantum Net
Score (CQNS). This is a ‘quantum’ algorithm that compares risk and return based on prior
performance and is designed to run on a quantum computer.
There are two versions of CQNS. The rst, CQNS UP, nds stock portfolios that are e cient
(e.g., lower historical price volatility relative to expected return). The second, CQNS DOWN,
nds stock portfolios that are ine cient (e.g., higher historical price volatility relative to
expected return).
We structure this equation in a way that it can be solved with both classical and quantum
solvers (vector * matrix * vector.T). This process requires timely and comprehensive historical
stock data. It is computationally intensive to solve our algorithm on 3000+ stocks at one time.
Before we run our model, we pre-validate stocks according to a set of heuristics that are
important to us. We only analyze companies organized in the USA, that are US-listed, and
traded everyday, with a positive BETA, and prices within a range to avoid anomalies. For our
CQNS UP run, we choose stocks that have positive net income and cash ow from operations.
Publications
We observe signi cant behavior by stock portfolios chosen by these algorithms in the rst 25
trading days, and publish examples of both e cient and ine cient CQNS portfolios found by
the model in 2020 and 2021. We publish these results in Medium under our Chicago Quantum
service mark, found here.
We document our research on the algorithm and the platform of solvers to nd stock portfolio
solutions. We published this work in three arXiv pre-print articles in 2020. Our articles and
related research are re-published in Research Gate here. We publish details on using classical
and quantum computers. These works have been cited by other researchers.
Methodology
We run our analysis for clients after 6pm ET on our own servers using premium market data
services from Intrinio. We remotely access quantum computers as required.
We conduct a rigorous, automated data validation process to ensure US listed common stocks
that trade today meet rigorous, pre-de ned criteria for the past 253 trading days (or one year).
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Service Description

We score stock portfolios based on their Chicago Quantum Net Score (CQNS) and select those
found by our solvers with the lowest (best) score. Portfolios are designed to be held on an
equally weighted basis (e.g., 10 stocks would each make up 10% of the value of the portfolio
at inception).
We o er two primary, xed price services.
The rst is an analysis of stocks an investor may like to hold, while potentially hedging
the S&P 500 Index. It is based on the CQNS UP algorithm and the run nds portfolios
with a better score than the $SPY. It nds many options, with a range of portfolio sizes,
and we provide those options to clients to choose between.
The second is an analysis of stocks an investor may like to avoid or short, while also
hedging the S&P 500 index. These are ine cient portfolios with scores signi cantly
worse than the $SPY. These have signi cantly more risk than expected return, and are
based on our CQNS DOWN algorithm. Ine cient portfolios are often one or just a few
stocks, as diversi cation removed the exceptional level of risk in these stocks.
In addition to nding the portfolios with the most extreme CQNS scores that we can, we also
provide ancillary analyses:
❖ Stocks that meet a threshold for non-normal distributions in fourth-order price
distribution (kurtosis) and either low or high daily price variance. This may be useful for
options pricing.
❖ Stocks that have daily stock price or volume spikes over the past year.
❖ Stocks with negative, high, or low BETA values.
❖ Stocks with stock splits
❖ We also provide a spreadsheet with each CQNS UP run that provides data about the
company that may be useful in fundamental analysis of both the balance sheet (e.g.,
market capitalization, common equity, and intangible assets) and the income statement
(e.g., net income and AOCI). We also provide cash ow information.
We produce a written report for our clients with the portfolios found by our solvers, and the
results of our additional analyses performed.
As mentioned above, we also output results for all individual stocks that pass data validation to
a CSV le (or spreadsheet). This allows clients to access the CQNS score, and other analytical
data, on every stock that passes data validation. Data includes:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Chicago Quantum Net Score
Expected Return (next year)
Last day volume vs. annual average volume
Last day close price vs. annual average close price
Price variance vs. annual average close price
Dividend yield vs. annual average close price

Fees and Compensation
We o er multiple ways to purchase our services.
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Fixed Price Services
UP runs:
❖ Analysis of all US listed stocks* that trade today. Price: $750
DOWN runs:
❖ Analysis of all US listed stocks* that trade today. Price: $750
* Our market data services provider has a composite index, USCOMP, that includes all US stock exchanges.
We typically see > 10,000 tickers trading in USCOMP and we run our analysis against it.

Discussion:
❖ Stock Analysis discussion of purchased analysis or your choice of investment
topic (1-hour). Price: $125
Investment Planning Workshop:
❖ Conduct discussions and an in-person (or remote) workshop with our client to
draft a written investment plan for our client. We will provide and walk through a
pair of CQNS runs (UP and DOWN) during the workshop (a $1,500 value), then
deliver a written investment plan.
❖ This service includes up to 20 hours of e ort from our Investment Advisor
Representative. Price: $2,500

Project Services (time and materials)
We work with our clients to develop a scope of work and an estimate of the time
required to meet our client objectives. We accumulate our actual time spent and
invoice for those hours.
We provide a pre-packaged bundle of time and e ort (one week of coding and
algorithm development) on our website. Price: $7,500 / week.
Services scope may include:
❖ Detailed discussions of our approach, methodology, ndings and
recommendations.
❖ Architect, code, test and maintain our client’s proprietary quantitative analysis
ideas, methods and models on our proprietary, in-house server platform. The
resulting code is run and maintained by our rm. The code is jointly owned, but
is kept con dential to that client.
❖ Investment planning discussions around achieving speci c nancial goals.
❖ Client-directed research and analysis of scenarios, companies, industries or
economies.

Terms & Conditions:
No refunds. However, we will work hard to meet your expectations with our services and
e orts.
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All prices are in US dollars and invoiced quarterly in advance of service delivery. Our payment
terms are net 30 and we accept payment either via bank (wire, ACH or check) or via our
website through PayPal or credit card. Clients have a choice whether to pay for each service in
advance or to be invoiced.
We do not charge performance-based fees. We do not guarantee outcomes of stock
portfolios. We do not directly manage client money.

Assets Under Management

We do not manage client investments.

Con dentiality

You agree to hold our proprietary data and reports as con dential and not to distribute them
without written approval.
We agree to keep your identity, the fact that you are a client, and any non-public or proprietary
information that you share with us as con dential. We will share your identity and status as our
client only as legally required.

Account Termination

Either party have the right to terminate this agreement for cause, or for no cause, upon 7 days
advance written notice. You agree to pay for all services delivered. We agree to refund all fees
for services not yet performed.

Con icts of Interest

The directors, o cers, employees, and registered persons of the advisor may purchase or hold
securities that are recommended for purchase or sale to clients. These relatively small
positions (<$100k apiece) are publicly disclosed on our website here within 24 hours.

Risk of Loss

All investments shall be at your risk exclusively, and you must understand that we do not
guarantee any return on the investments recommended or advised upon. Clients should
consider their objectives and risk tolerances carefully. Investing in securities (long and short),
involves signi cant risk and reward. You may lose your entire investment.

Client Contact

Your client contact will be Je rey Cohen or another employee of US Advanced Computing
Infrastructure, Inc.
You may reach us at (847) 780-4401 from 8am to 5pm CT, Monday through Friday.

Ownership

Our rm is 100% owned by our President, Je rey Cohen, a US Citizen residing in Illinois, and
our investment advisor representative.

A liations

We have no a liations with, nor receive compensation, from other nancial institutions. Any
recommendations we make in regards to brokers, insurance companies, or banks is based on
our personal experience and research.
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Financial Information

Registered Investment Advisors are required to provide you with certain nancial information or
disclosures about the advisor’s nancial condition.
❖ We meet the State of Illinois minimum capital requirements
❖ We do not solicit payment of fees more than six months in advance of services
rendered.
❖ We do not we take custody of client cash, securities, or assets. funds or assets.
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Adviser Brochure Supplement
(Part 2B of form ADV | December 1, 2021)

Supplemental Information about Je rey Paul
Cohen:
President, Investment Advisor Representative
US Advanced Computing Infrastructure, Inc.
Location:
1461 Beaupre CT, Highland Park, Illinois
60035-3902
Email: je rey@quantum-usaci.com
O ce: (847) 780-4401
Cell: (312) 515-7333
Age: 53 years old

Educational Background
Passed the Series 65 – Uniform Investment
Adviser Law Exam (September, 2021)
Stuart Business School - Illinois Institute of Technology
PhD course-work and dissertation research in Management Sciences.
J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management - Northwestern University
Masters of Management, Finance, Management and Strategy with Distinction
University Of Chicago
Bachelors of Arts in economics with General Honors

Professional Background
US ADVANCED COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE, INC.

Dec 2018 – Present

President, Investment Advisor Representative, Highland Park, IL
❖ Lead a registered investment advisor & business consultancy (CRD# 316375)
❖ Code, test, manage & operate a quantitative platform for stock analysis
❖ Engage in research and development in quantum computing
IBM CORPORATION, Global Technology Services

Aug 2015 – Dec 2018

IS Projects Executive (Band D), Schaumburg, IL
❖ Re-launched global consulting business in Systems (Hybrid Cloud) outsourcing service
line to create outsourcing ‘pull-through’
❖ Supported 25 country teams, de ned global service o erings & implemented
education and content to scale to $447M in 2017 sales.
❖ Implemented global management system to accelerate sales and revenue.
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❖ Signi cant global client engagement on hybrid cloud
❖ GTS Consultant Profession Leader with media & analyst exposure
❖ Recognition as “2017 Top 27 Thought Leader” within IBM
❖ In 2018, responsibility increased to all GTS outsourcing service lines
HEWLETT PACKARD ENTERPRISE

Nov 2010 – Aug 2015

US Complex Pursuit Leader & Consulting Partner FSI, Highland Park, IL
❖ Sales & consulting leadership in Technology Services Consulting (TSC).
❖ Responsibilities included banking & payments consulting sales, Central US region sales
& delivery, data center pursuit architect manager, data center migrations, and North
American ‘Mainframe Attack’ program leader.
❖ Personal utilization ~50% serving clients on IT infrastructure modernization programs
(data center, mainframe & IT infrastructure)
BRIDGEWATER ASSOCIATES

2009

Technology General Manager, Stamford, CT
❖ Internal technology manager supporting the business aspects of technology, including
management, sourcing and usage.
SIEMENS IT SOLUTIONS & SERVICES, INC.

2006 – 2009

Managing Vice President, N.A. Professional Services, Lake Zurich, IL
❖ Led turnaround of $100M+ professional services division (leadership team
transformation, cash ow, revenue & earnings growth with lower risk. Full P&L
responsibility ($100M+)
❖ Managed SAP consulting, systems integration, software development & engineering,
and application management and procurement outsourcing
❖ Consulted clients on business transformation & IT infrastructure.
ELOYALTY

2006

Vice President, Behavioral Analytics, Lake Forest, IL
❖ Established services & command center infrastructure to deliver eLoyalty's behavioral
analytics SaaS capabilities to improve call center agent performance and predict
consumer behavior.
MCKINSEY & COMPANY, INC.

2000 - 2006

Associate Partner, Business Technology O ce, Chicago, IL
❖ Conducted 27 IT-focused strategy, negotiations, cost reduction & implementation
projects globally.
❖ Co-led the North American IT outsourcing and o shoring practice
KPMG CONSULTING LLC 1995 - 2000

Senior Manager, Chicago, IL
❖ Launched a national IT strategy consulting practice in IT outsourcing, IT benchmarking,
systems integration, PMO and IT infrastructure.
❖ Co-led a team to sell and deliver a $100 million systems integration program to
implement an OSS/BSS for IP-based telecommunication services.
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Disciplinary Information

There are no legal or disciplinary items applicable to a client’s or prospective client’s
evaluation. Registered Investment Advisers are required to disclose all material facts
regarding any legal or disciplinary events that would be material to your evaluation of each
supervised person providing investment advice.

Additional Compensation

Mr. Je rey Cohen invests his own capital in securities. Most would be considered ‘passive’
investments. However, around 5% of his net worth is invested in a handful of individual stocks
often selected by the Chicago Quantum Net Score model. This could pose a potential con ict
of interest so he publicly discloses position changes on our website within 24 hours.
Mr. Je rey Cohen also receives consulting fees from clients requiring expertise in areas of
information technology, quantum computing, outsourcing and vendor management. He is
currently helping performance artists in Canada to use quantum computers in cutting edge
research. These are not related to his investment advisory services.

Social Media Channels:
Twitter: here
LinkedIn: here
Medium: here
Google Scholar: here
Research Gate: here
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